
Nuggendorf drama  

Royal Family Devastated With Prince Otto Diseased 

When interviewed at the scene, a pass-

ing villager exclaimed “I was just  

collecting apples when a large sledge 

came zooming up the hill. Prince Otto 

was stark dead with his hand lashing 

like crazy! Oh my, I almost passed out.” 

The guard who was on duty, while the 

event happened, has said “I opened the 

gate just in time for the sledge to rush 

through and knock me off my feet! Prin-

cess Mariposa declined to say anything 

other than “I an shocked at why  

everything always happens to me. I 

don’t want     to talk about it” She is 

the most devastated since she spilled 

red wine all over her favourite party 

dress. All around the palace, everyone 

is mourning. Will happiness ever return 

to this lonely village of Nuggendorf? 

Devastation snatched the village of Nug-

gendorf last night when the diamond  

encrusted gold of the sledge was spotted 

shimmering in the sun. It was zooming up 

the hill at great speed ,thought to have 

been driven by a mad man. It is reported 

that ,Prince Otto was found stark dead in 

the front seat, but the most mysterious 

thing was that his hand was still cracking 

the whip. According to witnesses, Baron 

Stelgratz (a dear family friend) is missing 

and no one knows why. The Royal Sledge 

is being fixed but those poor horses are 

still in a terrible state. Everything is in  

disaster. 

At 10:00pm last night, an alarm was raised 

through the palace. The expensive ,golden 

Royal Sledge was spotted driving madly up 

the hill towards the palace. The guards 

were called to open the gates as fast as 

they could . The sledge rambled around the 

courtyard, smashing into things. It would 

have gone on for years if one of the horses 

hadn’t tripped on the ground and toppled 

over and crashed the sleigh. The horses 

eyes were rolling and mouths were  

foaming. The Royal Physician (a well  

respected practitioner) said that there was 

clock-work in Prince Otto’s chest. He was 

pronounced dead at 10:45pm and everyone 

is mourning. Thankfully, Prince Florian  is 

doing extremely well, after that weak  

illness a few days ago. It is all a great  

mystery and no one knows what happened, 

but all we know is that Baron Stelgratz has 

not returned. Local police are calling out for more 

witnesses. PC Gaffnuff has said all of 

the Nuggendorf police will be looking 

for clues to solve the mystery. Prince 

Otto’s funeral will be held in a few days 

and unfortunately Baron Stelgratz has 

not returned. They are sending out 

search parties and doctors are  

researching the death. Prince Florian is 

better than before and miraculously he 

is improving even after his fathers 

death. The police are doing what they 

can to solve this disaster. 
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